
Many schools have been confused by the MIS hosting options open to them. The following paragraphs on hosting can be found on Page 10 of the 

Oxfordshire County Counil's MIS Information Pack and are particularly useful explanation:

There are three options available for schools:

1. Web hosting  is where a supplier (such as  RM ) takes on the hosting of the MIS solution in a data centre, which schools access over the Internet. 

The responsibility for managing, maintaining and updating the system is handled by the supplier. Backups are taken regularly and suppliers like RM 

will have established resilience and disaster recovery processes in place. Access is usually from anywhere, anytime and from any device that will 

display the solution.

2. Local hosting  is where an individual school has a server situated somewhere in the school building linked to their school network. The MIS software 

is installed locally on the server and then shared around via the school network to any workstation where there is a need for a user to access the MIS. 

This type of hosting requires an ICT manager/technician to take responsibility for the management, maintenance and updating of the server. Schools 

will have to purchase new hardware and software licences. The installation and maintenance, including upgrades of a critical MIS, should not be 

taken on lightly. Consideration must be taken to include backup facilities, business continuity and disaster recovery plans. Your school's MIS data is 

valuable and sensitive and needs to be secure and safe.

3. Central hosting  is where a supplier {e.g. Scomis} takes on the management and maintenance of hosting a group of school systems. Hardware, 

licences and skilled staff will be required to maintain this service.

In our opinion, web hosting is one of the major advantages of RM Integris. For schools opting to remain on SIMS, web hosting is not available and the 

next best thing is central hosting. Central Hosting is currently provided by OCC central server and is the SIMS hosting that Oxfordshire schools have 

been using for the last seven years. Page 2 of this guide explains the other advantages that Central Hositng has over Local Hosting.
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Centrally v Locally Hosted SIMS

You will need an admin hardware support contract (same day) on your main SIMS computer

 Windows 7 is needed to run locally hosted SIMS - not all XP computers can be upgraded to W7

No windows upgrades required to your admin computers or staff laptops

SIMS updates are "Beta tested" before being rolled out

SIMS data security is guaranteed

Easy SIMS migration and setup ... 5 day turnaround from ordering

Case studies and trial login available

Superior SIMS service when compared to the OCC central server (forward step)

Local hosting of SIMS in your school (as offered by companies like Turn IT On) gives you the following headaches:

No home access to SIMS data

It is schools responsibility need to carry out regular backup checks and test restore

Local hosting of SIMS is not compatible with macs

The advantage of central hosting of SIMS with Scomis is that it gives your school piece of mind:

Your MIS data is accessible any time any where (like RM Integris)

SIMS backup takes place automatically off site and is validated daily

Trained experts who work directly with Capita running the SIMS upgrades

No new hardware costs

No hardware support contract required on your SIMS computer

The security across a peer to peer admin network is very poor 

No guarantees on future support and SIMS setup / update costs 

Lengthy installation and potential hidden costs (i.e. hardware upgrades / replacement)

No trial offered 

OCC replaced locally hosted SIMS in OCC schools 7 years ago (backward step)


